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executive summary
The European Union (EU) has been increasingly and actively encouraging European defence
cooperation. Driven by geopolitical changes and economic motives, the EU has set up a
European Defence Fund (EDF), which for the first time commits EU funding to military
research and development projects. Although the EDF’s primary aims are to increase intraEU defence cooperation, to support the European defence industry and to strengthen European strategic autonomy, it will also pose challenges to the coordination and governance of
national arms exports control systems and policies. The main thesis of this paper is that if
defence co-development funded by the EU budget is to stimulate sustainable Europe-wide
defence cooperation, EU member states must coordinate their activities and develop clear
arrangements to govern and control arms exports.
Although the issue of arms exports is occasionally referred to in discussions on the EDF,
little action has been taken to deal effectively with this issue. In this paper, therefore, after
a concise description of the EDF’s goals and provisions, we discuss the centrality of arms
exports in collaborative development programmes and briefly describe the challenges facing
any future EDF-related consortia in light of the lack of a real European defence market.
Building on arms export arrangements that have evolved in previous and current collaborative
armament projects and on the political and public salience of the issue of arms exports, the
main part of this paper presents two important lessons that should be taken into account if
European defence cooperation is to be sustainable: (1) the need to develop consensus-based
arms export procedures in co-development programmes, and (2) the need to ensure parliamentary involvement at the national and European levels in arms export controls. The
paper therefore aims to fill the knowledge gap characterizing these two issues that is to be
found in the growing literature on the EDF and European defence cooperation. We do not
aim merely to discuss the need to pay more attention to the issue of arms exports, but also
formulate some constructive suggestions to move this issue forward. We hope that European
and national policy-makers and lawmakers will find these suggestions of use in the current
policy-making process dealing with European defence cooperation.
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The EU: from soft power
to hard power?

they see as an exclusive national competence
hindered the effective development of formal EU
defence cooperation initiatives.8 Even the adoption of the EU Common Security and Defence

Collaboration among European countries in the

Policy (CSDP) in 1998, the founding of the Euro-

development of military equipment is not a new

pean Defence Agency (EDA) in 2004 and the

phenomenon, but has been a distinct feature of

adoption of the Defence Package in 2009 (which

European defence industrial policy.

introduced Procurement Directive 2009/81 and

1

In the second half of the 20 century more than

Directive 2009/43 on intra-community trade in

50 collaborative programmes were set up and

defence-related products) in reality did rela-

many more are currently under way.2 Ultimately,

tively little to address this lack of EU involve-

however, European defence-related industrial

ment in defence.

th

cooperation continues to be the exception, not
the rule.3 In 2016, 17% of European Union (EU)

In recent years political openness to defence

member states’ defence procurement budgets

cooperation and coordination within the EU

was spent on collaborative projects, while only

framework accelerated. The 2016 EU Global

9% of their defence-related research and develop-

Strategy effectively triggered several initiatives.

ment (R&D) budgets was spent collaboratively.

A first important step illustrating the increased

4

willingness of EU member states to cooperate in
Several systemic incentives are pushing EU

the field of defence is the initiation of the Per-

countries to stimulate intra-European defence

manent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) on

cooperation. Firstly, the increasing instability in

defence in late 2017 by 25 member states as part

the near abroad (to the south and east of Europe)

of the CSDP.9 PESCO is a legally binding frame-

in combination with the growing doubts about

work that aims to deepen defence cooperation

the engagement of the United States (US) in

among EU member states and to move to the

European security via NATO have triggered a

joint development of defence capabilities. PESCO

sense of uncertainty and insecurity among Euro-

is complemented by other key initiatives taken

pean politicians and policy-makers. Secondly,

within the EU, including the Coordinated Annual

the rising costs of new armament systems and

Review on Defence (CARD), the purpose of which

the general decline in European defence budgets

is to assess EU members states’ implementation

(despite some recent increases)5 have made it

of defence cooperation and assist in planning

necessary for countries and industries to set up

non-duplicative defence procurement.10 The

transnational cooperation schemes in order to

Capability Development Plan (CDP), which the

be able to continue the development of new mili-

EDA developed in close cooperation with member

This awareness explains why,

states, identifies priorities for cooperative activ-

despite the apparent shortcomings and prob-

ities implemented by member states. The formal

lems that previous European defence coopera-

integration of the European Defence Fund (EDF)

European

into the European Commission’s multi-annual

countries continue to promote further initiatives

EU budget proposal 2021-2027 marks an addi-

of this kind.

tional important development in the EU’s nor-

tary systems.

6

tion programmes struggled with,

7

mative and political approach. For the first time
A distinctively new element in the current trend

the EU budget will be directly used to support

towards defence cooperation is the EU’s formal

defence-related R&D programmes.

involvement in this process. Although the EU
has shown a long-standing interest in the

Through these initiatives the EU is attempting to

defence policy field, reluctance among member

facilitate an integrative and structured approach

states to allow European involvement in what

to the issue of defence cooperation, using CARD

3

to identify gaps in military capabilities, the CDP

and €8.9 billion euro will be spent on joint devel-

and PESCO to define and develop common mili-

opment.13 While military research projects will

tary capabilities and the projects needed to deal

receive up to 100% of eligible costs under EU

with current common needs, and the EDF to

funding, development projects will be funded via

function as a financial tool to support the imple-

a co-funding structure, with the EU funding up

mentation of EU programmes to fulfil these

to 20% of eligible costs for certain aspects of

needs. As a consequence, in recent years the EU

capability development and participating gov-

has substantially increased its formal involve-

ernments funding the remaining 80%. For EDF-

ment in defence cooperation.

funded PESCO projects, EU co-funding will
increase to 30% of eligible costs. Through the
co-funding principle the EC expects to leverage a
minimum of a further €4 billion per year that
member states will spend on European joint

The EDF: goals and
provisions

armament development programmes.14
Importantly, EDF funding will only be available
for transnational projects. To be eligible for EDF

The European Commission (EC) sees the EDF as

financing, international consortia should com-

a tool to fund joint defence R&D projects. Its

prise companies or research institutes from at

aims are threefold: (1) to support the defence

least three EU member states. The aim of foster-

industry in the EU and to foster the development

ing EU-wide inclusion is also channelled through

of a competitive European defence technological

the explicit inclusion of small and medium-sized

industrial base; (2) to stimulate European stra-

enterprises (SMEs) and mid-caps. Such compa-

tegic autonomy; and (3) to close the technology

nies are more widely distributed over the EU, as

gap between the US and EU. Cooperative arma-

opposed to large defence companies, which are

ment programmes aim to share the financial

concentrated in a few large member states

11

burden of defence procurement, in order to
‘spend taxpayer money more efficiently, reduce

The EC’s involvement in the field of defence and

duplications in spending, and get better value for

its initiative to set up the EDF has raised various

money’.

questions as to the feasibility and desirability of

12

this initiative. The first issue to arise is the size
The EC aims to develop a comprehensive approach

of the proposed budget. Despite the fact that the

to the entire arms procurement process, ranging

EDF marks a fundamental reversal of the EU’s

from R&D to the acquisition of new military sys-

previous reluctance to fund military projects,

tems. For the first two parts of the process – R&D

the overall budget remains relatively limited. In

– the EC foresees the provision of financial sup-

2016, for example, the annual military R&D

port via the EDF; for the latter part – the acqui-

budget in the US amounted to US$82 billion,

sition phase – the Commission will provide

with up to US$7.5 billion allocated to funda-

practical support for member states planning the

mental and applied research.15 A related ques-

joint procurement of military systems. The EDF

tion is whether it would be practically feasible

will thus consist of a research window – the

and politically desirable to strive for strategic

European Defence Research Programme – and a

and technological autonomy from the US, given

window for capability development – the Euro-

the strong interconnectedness between the

pean

Pro-

European and US defence industries.16 Various

gramme (EDIDP). The current proposal foresees

US government concerns regarding the EDF

a total budget of €13 billion for the 2021-2027

suggest that this initiative may negatively

period, of which €4.1 billion will fund research

impact EU-US relations.17 Secondly, the strong

Defence

Industrial

Development
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focus on capability-driven research, combined

inevitably result in the emergence of important

with the relatively low budget, implies that the

challenges that will affect current arms export

possibilities for genuine high-risk, innovative

control regimes and practices in the EU. These

research will be very limited, making the aim of

challenges will be apparent both during the intra-

technological autonomy unrealistic, even though

European workings of the consortia that will be

5% of the EDF budget will be directly invested

formed to implement the new programme, and

in disruptive innovation projects.18 Moreover,

– more importantly – after the military technol-

doubts remain as to whether real political will

ogies or products are developed and eventually

exists to work towards developing a European

exported to non-EU countries. Although the rel-

defence industry. Such a shift could result in a

evance of the issue of arms export controls is

further consolidation of national markets and

occasionally discussed, little appetite seems to

companies to constitute a European market and

exist to systematically deal with it. In this paper

the development of a secure supply chain no

we therefore aim to identify some lessons that

longer at the national, but at the European level.

could be learned from previous and existing

Further, several concerns about EDF-related

European defence-related co-development pro-

transparency and accountability have been

grammes and from current evolutions in how

expressed, and about the substantial but unclear

both the EU and its member states deal with the

influence of and role played by powerful indus-

issue of arms exports, and what these lessons

try-driven lobbying in determining the EDF’s

could mean for future EU cooperative initiatives.

content and procedures.

19

Finally, at a funda-

mental level, the legitimacy of the EU’s role in
the field of defence and security is being challenged. From various and diverging sides of the
political spectrum (albeit for different reasons)
substantial objections have been raised to the
idea of EU funds being used to build military
capacities.20

The relevance of arms
exports in joint defence
cooperation projects

In spite of these concerns, in April 2019 the

Exports of military equipment from EU member

European Parliament adopted a legislative reso-

states make up about 25-30% of the global arms

lution on the EC’s proposal for a regulation

trade.22 The defence industry in the EU therefore

establishing the EDF.21 Although some formal

currently depends heavily on arms exports to

aspects will need to be further clarified and the

remain viable and to continue the current level

actual size of the budget still has to be decided

of production, employment and turnover. In

on, the EDF will effectively be set up and will

addition, European states rely on the export

receive funding via the upcoming EU multi-

model to achieve their own procurement aims,

annual budget 2021-2027. Preparatory pro-

because national defence budgets are often too

grammes for both the research and the develop-

small to absorb the level of production that will

ment windows – the 2017-2019 Preparatory

ensure the viability and profitability of produc-

Action on Defence Research (PADR) and the

tion. Because of the economies of scale that

2019-2020 EDIDP, respectively – are currently

result from export orders, exports allow Euro-

already operational, indicating the EU’s deter-

pean states to procure nationally developed and

mination to financially support military R&D

produced defence products at lower unit costs.23

projects.
Because the European defence industry’s dependAlthough the EDF primarily aims to support

ence on exports results partly from decreased

intra-European industrial cooperation, it will

national procurement budgets, one could expect

5

that the EDF and EU member states’ commit-

Despite the European Parliament calling in a

ment to increasing their defence budgets could

November 2018 resolution for it to play a more

lower this dependency on extra-EU arms exports.

formal role in the arms export decision-making

Cooperation could stimulate a decrease in over-

process and to exercise more accountability in

production and link arms production more

terms of the export of goods developed as the

directly to existing European capability needs,

result of the EDF, and the EC showing an interest

resulting in a growing European defence market.

in participating in the control of these exports,

However, it is unlikely that an increase in pro-

member states have opposed this. This opposition

curement programmes would fully compensate

was expressed in the 15 November 2018 Council

for the European defence industry’s current

Position on the EDF regulation, which empha-

export-reliant model. Moreover, because the

sised that member states exercise control over

EDF aims to support the development of innova-

exports and that the EU’s financial support for

tive and technologically advanced military prod-

cooperative programmes should not affect these

ucts, foreign demand for these European defence

states’ arms exports policies.28 The 2018 EU Reg-

products is likely to continue or increase.

ulation establishing the forerunner of the EDIDP
explicitly affirms in a similar way that

Because of the European defence industry’s strong
reliance on extra-EU exports, discrepancies in

The Union financial support should not … affect

member states’ arms exports policies may nega-

the discretion of Member States regarding policy

tively affect transnational collaborative arma-

on the transfer within the Union and the export of

ment programmes.24 Given the existing differ-

such products, including in line with the common

ences among member states’ arms exports

rules governing control of exports of military tech-

policies and member states’ continued compe-

nology and equipment laid down in Council

tence in issuing export licences, concerns have

Common Position 2008/944/CFSP.29

also been voiced about the lack of coherence of
policies governing the export of co-developed

As a consequence, while defence collaboration

goods.

arms

among participating states is one of the EDF’s

exports policies of France and Germany, the

objectives, the issue of arms export controls has

French defence minister, Florence Parly, noted

not been formally dealt with in the relevant leg-

in March 2018: “we know perfectly well that if

islative or related policy documents.

Acknowledging

the

diverging

we cooperate on the industrial level and do not
have the possibility to sell these capabilities to

In other words, member states are not open to

others, the economic model of [multinational

transferring additional arms export control

armament] cooperation will not be sustained”.25

competences to the European level, which makes

Leading experts in armament policies have also

the question of how to deal effectively with this

highlighted the problematic nature of this issue

issue even more relevant. In the remainder of

in the context of the EDF.26 Differences in arms

this paper we discuss the various ways in which

export policies are especially consequential for

differences in arms export control systems and

exports of military equipment produced by

policies will pose additional challenges to the

jointly developed programmes, as has been most

goal of furthering defence cooperation within

recently illustrated by the Franco-German ten-

the EU. On a more practical level, these issues

sions over exports of Eurofighter Typhoons, the

will be highly influential in the processes

A330 tanker aircraft, and other military equip-

involved in setting up international consortia

ment to Saudi Arabia after Germany’s imposition

within the framework of the EDF. In this respect,

of an arms embargo on that country in the after-

we identify lessons learned from previous and

math of the Khashoggi case.

current examples of international armament

27

cooperation programmes in Europe. While sev-
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eral political-economic analyses of these pro-

equipment market, significant differences con-

grammes have been conducted, we will focus

tinue to exist among EU member states’ arms

more particularly on what these programmes

export control systems. Via the 2009 EU Direc-

can teach us about how to deal with the issue

tive on intra-Community transfers of defence

of arms exports. Firstly, we look at the chal-

equipment, the EC attempted to establish

lenges that the lack of a real European defence

common procedures and standards for member

market will cause for European defence cooper-

states’ intra-EU arms transfers control systems.

ation consortia. In a second step we turn to the

The EC also aimed to facilitate the intra-EU trade

issue of extra-European arms exports and iden-

in military equipment by installing a three-tier

tify lessons from previous and current joint

licensing system that privileges the use of more

development and procurement programmes.

flexible and less bureaucratic general and global
licences, and encouraged national authorities to
refrain from imposing end-use controls and reexport restrictions on non-sensitive transfers of
military goods within the EU.31

Discrepancies in intra-EU
transfer procedures:
challenging a stumbling
block facing EU-wide
participation in the EDF

Importantly, however, EU member states continue to have sole competence to implement
these general principles in their national control
systems. The incomplete and highly diverse
national implementation of the various licences
is the first important issue. Individual licensing

The trade in defence-related goods is explicitly

remains the standard practice for intra-Euro-

excluded from the European single market.

pean transfers, with only some member states

However, both strands of the EDF – the defence

– the United Kingdom (UK), Germany and

research programme and the development pro-

Sweden – using global and general licences more

gramme – will be oriented towards a military

substantially.32 Not all countries have imple-

end use and end user. Even within the research

mented such licences in their national systems,

strand, the focus will be on research programmes

and member states differ significantly in terms

that address specific military capability needs,

of the material and geographical scope of these

excluding basic or blue sky research, which will

licences.33 Identifying the substantial differences

be funded through other EU funds.30 As a conse-

in the content of general licences (i.e. defining

quence, the international consortia that will be

which military products can be traded) and the

set up within the EDF framework will exchange

obligations included in them (such as eligible

technical information and R&D output that are

countries of end use and end-user restrictions)

subjected to export controls, even when these

constitutes an important administrative bur-

outputs are transferred within the EU. The EU

den.34 Moreover, global and general licences

Common Military List, which delineates the

shift the burden of regulation from the state to

material scope of member states’ respective

the companies producing defence equipment,

export control systems, not only subjects fin-

requiring complex administrative and industrial

ished military systems to export controls, but

adaptation on their part: when using a global or

also software, technology and other (intangible)

general licence, a company must ensure that its

goods needed for the development of these mili-

transfers comply with the terms of such a

tary systems.

licence, otherwise it will be penalised by the
state in which it is based, while responsibility

Although the EC has made several attempts to

for individual licences lies mainly with the

liberalise and regulate the European defence

state. Such compliance necessitates appropriate

7

staffing, knowledge and experience. Because of

tionable whether the incentives provided through

this, SMEs find it more difficult to comply with

the EDF could achieve a large-scale restructuring

the requirements of global and general licences,

of SMEs’ participation in collaborative ventures.

making states with defence-related SMEs rather
than large defence firms less likely to use such

Discrepancies in rules and policies on intra-EU

licences.

transfers create an uneven field for industrial
participation. For different reasons, EU member

Secondly, national procedures and policies gov-

states’ arms export control systems and prac-

erning end-use controls still differ significantly.

tices differ substantially and several member

Not only do the end-user certificates (EUCs) that

states lack experience in participating in inter-

member states require have different structures

national cooperative programmes.38 Although

and contents and are written in different lan-

some argue as a result that unsuitable subcon-

guages, but member states also differ as to the

tractors (because of the laws and policies of the

cases in which EUCs are required, how re-export

country in question) should be avoided,39 the

restrictions are applied and how (non-)sensitive

systematic exclusion of some member states’

transfers are defined. In general, despite the EC’s

companies and research institutes would result

attempts to harmonise end-use controls and to

in increasing opposition from these countries to

avoid re-export restrictions, EU member states

the fact that European funds will be used to

continue to be reluctant to transfer the responsi-

finance military R&D. A more constructive and

bility for the control of the end use of defence-

politically sustainable approach would be for the

related goods to another member state.35

EC to invest in “inreach” activities and to develop
awareness-raising and capacity-building initia-

National control systems and existing proce-

tives among national authorities and (potential)

dures in several EU member states, especially

licence applicants. There is a need for capacity-

those with no or little tradition of exporting arms

building within licensing agencies in order to

or participating in international collaboration

best manage the move towards the use of global

programmes, are not adapted to such interna-

and general licences for intra-EU transfers, and

tional cooperation requirements. The discrepan-

to harmonise administrative and substantive

cies in intra-EU transfer rules and exports poli-

end-user requirements.

cies, and the lesser ability of smaller industrial
bases to implement the system of compliance
required by global and general licensing may be a
substantial stumbling block to the successful
implementation of the EDF.36 The uneven implementation of the national regulation of intra-EU
transfers may be a challenge to the goal of fostering the involvement of SMEs from other

Extra-EU consequences of
intra-EU differences in arms
export policies

member states than those of the prime companies in the proposed consortia. In the EU, 48% of

National discrepancies in the rules governing

defence-related SMEs are hosted outside the

exports and transfers affect the political economy

main defence industrial base of the countries in

of cooperative programmes. They are not only

question, but their inclusion in the supply chain

relevant to the smooth functioning of the pro-

of the largest prime defence companies faces dif-

grammes themselves, but also raise questions

ficulties. This is mainly because in the largest

regarding the coordination of extra-EU arms

industrial bases trusted relationships have been

exports of the goods developed in these pro-

built over time between national prime compa-

grammes. Coordination of this kind is of par-

nies and national SMEs.37 It is therefore ques-

ticular relevance given the existing differences
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in EU member states’ perspectives on extra-EU

France, Germany, Spain, Italy and Sweden. In

arms exports. Moreover, procedural differences

the last decade 87% of total European defence

in licensing systems and administrative require-

production originated from these five states

ments are often driven by diverging national

and the UK.42 Firms established in these major

40

perspectives on extra-European arms exports.

defence industrial bases are likely to lead coop-

In other words, the movement towards a Euro-

erative EDF-funded projects not only because

pean defence market is also hampered by the

of their size and economic clout,43 but also

lack of a harmonised European approach to

because of the R&D spending of their host

extra-EU arms exports.

states, since complementary state funding is
one of the determinants of EDF funding.44

A shared perspective on how to deal with and

Moreover, current PESCO projects that entail

assess future exports of the goods developed

the production of exportable defence goods are

with EDF financing is therefore imperative.

mostly led by prime contractors established

If joint armament programmes are to succeed,

in large industrial bases and coordinated by

greater mutual trust and reliability regarding

their host states. 45 This dynamic is also veri-

arms export controls will be crucial.41 A brief

fied in the funding that the EU has awarded to

overview of how past and current defence devel-

defence research consortia through the PADR,

opment programmes in Europe have dealt with

which is the forerunner programme to the EDF’s

the issue of arms exports could help to assess the

research window.46

feasibility and desirability of dealing with exports
of military equipment. Although these pro-

But while extra-EU exports of goods co-devel-

grammes were primarily focused on developing

oped through the EDF are likely to originate

and producing military equipment for domestic

mainly from member states where the prime

use, they always included implicit or explicit

contractors are based, this does not imply that

principles on how to deal with possible future

effective coordination requires that these states

international arms sales. From this overview and

should be solely responsible for deciding on

from current discussions on the issue of arms

extra-EU export destinations. Rather, the his-

exports across the EU, two lessons can be identi-

tory of past international coordination – at least

fied that will affect the development of a sus-

for exports resulting from cooperative pro-

tainable European defence cooperation initiative.

grammes – suggests that coordination without
partnering states having an equal say in decisions regarding extra-EU exports has become
increasingly unsustainable.

Lesson 1: the unsustainability
of transferring arms exports
responsibilities to the states
where prime contractors
in cooperative ventures
are based

The first paradigm of international arms exports
for cooperative programmes was the non-veto
principle of the Schmidt-Debré agreement of
1972, named after the French and German
defence ministers at the time. A basic principle
of the agreement was that states participating in
cooperative armament programmes could not
withhold transfers to their partner if according
to the export contract the decision to export a

The current structure of the European defence

good to a non-partner state lay with the other

industry suggests that most extra-EU exports

state. Only in exceptional circumstances could a

of EDF co-funded goods will originate from the

state oppose a final export, and when doing so it

five largest defence industrial states in the EU:

was first required to consult the partnering state.

9

While initially providing stability, this arrange-

avoid unilateral decisions on arms exports

ment proved to be unsustainable. Applying the

based on political preferences, changes of gov-

Schmidt-Debré principles was possible in the

ernment or legal revisions. The shift to the

1970s, given the uneven balance of power

consensus principle can be illustrated by the

between Germany and France. This context had

case of the A400M transport aircraft cooperative

significantly changed by the late 1990s, because

programme involving five EU member states

of German reunification, but also as a result of

(Belgium, France, Germany, Spain and the UK)

the growing power of German industry, result-

and Turkey within the OCCAR framework. In

ing in a much stronger German position. Diver-

this programme a list of permissible destina-

gent views on exporting the Eurocopter to

tions was established, and additions to the list

Turkey48 and the German denial of licences for

require consensus among the partner states

components that France wished to export to

before the company producing the A400M, i.e.

Saudi Arabia and Lebanon, including for compo-

Airbus, can sign export contracts with buyers.

47

nents of the Milan ER cooperative armament
programme,49 indicate that the German government was finding it increasingly difficult to
implement contracts governed by the SchmidtDebré agreement.
Perceiving the ineffectiveness of unequitable
coordination rules based on non-veto,50 France,

Assessing arms exports in
EU-driven cooperation
schemes

Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and the UK
introduced a shift away from the Schmidt-

States involved in cooperative programmes

Debré principle by designing consensus-based

include export procedures in the contracts they

rules for exports procedures in the 1998 Frame-

sign among themselves and with participating

work Agreement, which emerged from the need

companies. Based on the apparent failure of

to strengthen the European defence industry.

unequitable agreements in the past, a more sus-

Although the Schmidt-Debré principle of non-

tainable and effective way forward for partner-

veto was not formally dropped, the consensus

ing states is to use the consensus principle to

principle was introduced, which made consen-

coordinate the eventual export of the goods

sus among all participating states the guiding

resulting from cooperative programmes. In the

principle when partner states drew up lists of

past the EC has held that “ideas developed [in

permissible destinations for exports, including

the Framework Agreement group] should serve

when adding destinations to such lists and

as a basis for future EU rules” and in particular

modifying them in some other way. This provi-

that “a decision to export outside the European

sion was a departure from the previous principle

Union should take account of the need for prior

applied in Europe, which placed the responsi-

consultation with the Member States involved in

bility for an export on the country in which the

authorisations while recognizing the political

final assembly of a piece of defence equipment

responsibility of the final exporting state”.52

took place.51 This principle of consensus with
regard to lists of destination countries was

Member states are unwilling to transfer any

combined

objective

competence for the assessment of arms exports

requirements for the removal of countries from

to the EU. In order for European defence coop-

such lists; these requirements were grounded

eration to be sustainable, a sufficient level of

in changes in the situation of destination states.

trust among member states on the issue of the

By introducing these steps the countries par-

assessment of arms exports would therefore be

ticipating in joint defence projects wanted to

needed. This firstly necessitates the establish-

with

the

inclusion

of
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ment of a shared assessment framework. Within

In addition, a situation where arms exports vio-

the EU a commonly accepted, elaborated and

late the common criteria also risks negatively

legally binding set of assessment criteria already

affecting the support of individual member

exists, laid out in the European Council’s 2008

states for the EDF, because such a situation may

Common Position on arms exports. The Coun-

undermine their trust in other member states

cil first formulated these criteria in 1991/2 and

and decrease their willingness to participate in

further elaborated and formalised them in the

cooperative defence programmes. This situation

1998 Code of Conduct on arms exports and even-

might also exacerbate growing domestic politi-

tually in the current Common Position 2008/944

cal and public controversies regarding arms

53

In addition to the assessment

exports. In other words, if a situation arises

criteria, the Common Position also includes

where EU member states that have committed to

rules on public reporting mechanisms – both

applying the common criteria should deny or fail

nationally and European – and on information

to apply these criteria within the EDF frame-

exchanges among member states. Together with

work, this would be highly detrimental to the

the criteria, the Council set up a Working Group

credibility of both the criteria and EU policy in

on Arms Exports known as COARM where member

general, and would negatively impact support

states should meet, discuss their respective inter-

for the EDF and European defence cooperation.

on arms exports.

54

pretations of the assessment criteria and work
towards a further convergence in the assessment of extra-EU arms exports. In other words,
although they are occasionally suggested, new
procedures and radically revised criteria to assess
future arms exports in the context of EDF-funded
projects are not necessarily needed.55
However, despite the fact that these common
European assessment criteria have existed for
almost 30 years, convergence in EU member
states’ arms exports policies is far from a reality.
They still diverge significantly in their interpre-

Lesson 2:
The unsustainability
closed-door
intergovernmental
coordination:
“No integration
without representation (?)”

tation and application of the common criteria, as
current discussions regarding arms exports to

A second aspect of arms exports arrangements

Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates illus-

in European armament programmes is – as is

trate. A second element is therefore the need to

the case in defence and security policy in general

work towards further convergence of member

– the fact that they are almost exclusively the

states’ interpretations of these criteria. A con-

prerogative of the executive branch of member

tinued lack of more substantial convergence of

states’ systems of government. Apart from budg-

this kind may result in ad-hoc agreements on

etary powers, national parliaments traditionally

arms exports in EDF-supported armament pro-

have restricted access to relevant defence- and

grammes that could potentially ignore the eight

security-related

common criteria. Such a situation could poten-

exceptions and differences among individual

tially jeopardise support for the EDF, not least

member states, the involvement of parliaments

from the European Parliament, which in a

in defence and security policies has been very

November 2018 resolution called on member

limited. Similarly, arms exports were treated

states to, among other things, comply with the

exclusively by the executive branch and kept out

EU Common Position on arms exports when

of the public and political realm. However, par-

negotiating the export of co-developed goods.

liaments have increasingly become more active

information.

Despite

some

11

in this area. Across the EU (albeit not in all

In addition to the issue of arms exports, parlia-

member states) national parliaments’ growing

ments will also be involved in the EDF process in

involvement in arms exports can be observed,

a more direct and formal way. The EDF, and in

turning such exports increasingly into a politi-

particular the EDIDP, has substantial budgetary

Increased

implications for member states. Because of the

parliamentary involvement in the drawing up of

co-financing mechanism, member states will

arms export policies has reduced governments’

either have to increase their budgets for defence-

room for manoeuvre, and has increased the

related R&D and the procurement of military

transparency and democratic control of EU

equipment, or (mainly the large member states)

member states’ arms export policies, in several

will need to shift parts of their existing budget

cases effectively leading to more stringent export

from national requirements, capacities and

practices. Therefore, a second lesson regarding

procurement to a process involving other EU

the sustainability (and effectiveness) of Euro-

member states. In both cases, national parlia-

pean defence cooperation is the need to take

ments will be directly involved either through

parliamentary involvement into account, given

their budgetary powers or through their involve-

the increased political and public salience of this

ment in foreign policy decision-making, such as

issue in several EU member states – although

political scrutiny of governments’ arms export

differences remain in the degree of parliamen-

policies and practices.

cally and publicly relevant issue.

56

57

tary attention given to the EDF across the EU

58

– and in the European Parliament.

Given the influence parliaments may have on
the success of European defence cooperation,

Parliaments’ influence on arms exports in EU

parliamentary demands for involvement and

member states is not direct, with parliamentary

greater parliamentary oversight need to be

veto power over arms exports being virtually

taken seriously. Political support is more sus-

non-existent. Such influence often takes the

tainable when parliaments are involved in the

form of increased scrutiny through parliamen-

decision-making process. Although the explicit

tary questioning and interpellations of the exec-

involvement of parliaments in the processes of

utive’s decisions on arms exports, and via other

defence cooperation may potentially slow down

parliamentary instruments – motions, resolu-

negotiations, it clearly improves implementa-

tions, etc. – available to limit political room for

tion records60 and could make such cooperative

manoeuvre and increase democratic accounta-

arrangements more sustainable, even after

Recent examples, such as the motion

changes in the composition of parliaments and

adopted in June 2019 by the Italian parliament

governing coalitions that were in place at the

prohibiting the sales of missiles and rockets to

time when such arrangements were made.

bility.

59

Saudi Arabia; the increased transparency with
regard to arms exports in Germany pushed for
by the German parliament; and more general
debates and resolutions adopted by the parliaments of the Netherlands, Flanders, Finland,
Sweden and Denmark illustrate the (in)direct
influence of parliaments on their governments’
arms export practices. The European Parlia-

Additional issues affecting
sustainable EU involvement
in defence cooperation

ment, while having no direct competences in
this field, has also been pushing for more strin-

Given the specific way in which the EDF and

gent and harmonised European arms export

future European defence cooperation are organ-

policies.

ised, both the national and European level will
(need to) be involved. National parliaments will

12
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remain highly relevant to guarantee sufficient

tion and implementation regime including a

and sustained public support for current plans to

supervisory body, a sanctioning body and an

achieve a European defence union and through

ethical committee, to ensure that the criteria of

their scrutiny of arms exports.61 In addition, they

the Common Position are applied at least to the

will have significant formal influence through

products financed under EDF”. However, it is

their powers, given the substantial role of

clear that EU member states will not transfer

national co-funding foreseen in the EDF. Like-

the competence to issue export licences to the

wise, the European Parliament also has impor-

European

tant budgetary powers through its control over

accountability would still rely on the reality that

the EU budget, which is the main way in which it

national parliaments are the most central

has gradually increased its involvement in the

forums in which members of the executive

fields of the Common Foreign and Security Policy

responsible for approving national arms exports

(CFSP) and CSDP since the 2000s. Additionally,

– even of goods co-developed with EU funding

the European Parliament will probably also aim

– can be effectively held to account. The Euro-

to play a substantive role in arms exports and

pean Parliament’s oversight role could only

European defence cooperation in general.

complement that of national parliaments and

level.

Therefore,

parliamentary

should be focused on sharing information and
Despite the need for both national parliaments

stimulating parliamentary interaction to foster

and the European Parliament to be involved,

the harmonised interpretation of the common

relations between the national and the European

criteria.

level have become more controversial, especially
in the fields of CFSP/CSDP. Therefore, the role of

In the first instance, all parliaments should

the European Parliament and national parlia-

take their task of parliamentary scrutiny seri-

ments needs to be clarified and more structural

ously, and actively demand sufficient reporting

cooperation between national and European

and transparency measures. At the national

members of parliament is essential. Replacing

level, such measures should include informa-

the parliamentary assembly of the Western

tion on arms exports and on the budgets fore-

European Union after its dissolution in 2011 by

seen for co-funding armament programmes

the (semi-annual) Inter-Parliamentary Confer-

with the EU budget. At the EU level, an impor-

ence of the CFSP has in fact replaced a transna-

tant element of this monitoring – which has

tional assembly with a mere conference involv-

already been proposed by the European Parlia-

ing national delegates without a specialised

ment committee in charge of the EDF legisla-

secretariat and little interaction with EU policy-

tive process – could comprise governments’

makers.62

reporting frequently and directly to the EC on
the exports of goods co-developed with EU

With regard to the relationship and division of

funds. Given the use of European money to

roles between the national and the EU level, the

(co-)finance

principle of subsidiarity could be useful in

equipment, the EC and the European Parlia-

enhancing the effectiveness of multilevel policies

ment should include clear procedures for

like the CFSP/CSDP. Discussions on the issue of

transparent reporting on which projects are

arms exports could illustrate and clarify how

funded from the European budget.

the

development

of

military

the two levels could relate to each other. In
November

Parliament

In addition to the need to clarify the various roles

showed its interest in exercising oversight of

2018

the

European

national parliaments and the EU Parliament

the export of products developed with EDF

should play, these parliaments should foster coop-

funding, calling for the European Council and

eration and information exchange. In order to

Parliament to “agree on a detailed interpreta-

envisage a sustainable architecture for EU funding

13

for the early phases of cooperative armament pro-

sustainable European defence cooperation.63

grammes, all the partners involved should facili-

Although initiatives such as PESCO, CARD and

tate a more consultative system for coordinated

the EDF indicate member states’ willingness to

action on arms exports by enabling comprehen-

take steps to further defence cooperation, the

sive reporting on such exports, as well as moni-

history of European integration has too often

toring and scrutiny by EU institutions.

shown that political momentum does not
always result in harmonised and effective Euro-

Basically, therefore, national parliaments and

pean policy-making. Numerous challenges will

the European Parliament should identify ways

arise to threaten the successful implementation

to foster inter-parliamentary cooperation and

of the EDF, one of which this paper has

establish

relevant

addressed: the need to put clear arrangements

information. Interacting with each other will

in place and to institute a harmonised European

strengthen the parliamentary control function

approach to arms exports.

procedures

to

exchange

at both levels. The EC, the European Council
and national governments need to acknowledge

If defence co-development funded by the EU

the vital role of parliaments in ensuring the

budget is to lead to ambitious projects to develop

sustainability of the EDF and of European

EU defence equipment, EU member states must

defence cooperation in general. Rather than

coordinate their approach to the issue of exports.

seeing parliamentary involvement as a liability

Current controversies on arms exports to Saudi

that will impede the integration process, strong

Arabia and the decision of the German govern-

parliamentary involvement will be crucial to

ment to temporarily halt such exports, even

the EDF. It is at heart an end in itself, reflecting

within the framework of multinational collabo-

the value the EU places on democratic account-

ration programmes such as the Eurofighter

ability and maximising political and public

Typhoon, illustrate the need to establish clear

debates on the interlinked topics of the EDF and

procedures for approving arms exports. Despite

European defence cooperation.

the centrality of this issue for European defence
cooperation being acknowledged on various

Conclusions

occasions in the past, little willingness and

Collaborative armament programmes have fea-

states to effectively deal with it. Or, to put it

tured in Europe since the 1950s. What is new is

another way, the different approaches to arms

the attempt to explicitly Europeanise this pro-

exports that can be found across EU member

cess and allow EU institutions – in particular the

states are likely to negatively affect the efforts

EC – to develop supranational involvement in a

to build a consolidated European defence indus-

field that in the past has been seen as exclusively

trial base.64

enthusiasm exist across the EU and member

national, i.e. defence and security, through the
direct EU funding of military R&D projects. For

The explicit acknowledgment of the need to

the first time the EDF will result in EU funding

develop a common understanding and set of

being directed to support military projects and

principles to guide future arms exports illus-

will probably result in EU member states setting

trates once again the vital role that such princi-

up even more transnational armament pro-

ples play in the success of joint armament pro-

grammes.

grammes. However, acknowledging this need
does not lead to the establishment of a clear plan

However, the mere existence of internal and

of action, but merely identifies the issues facing

external systemic pressures does not always

EU-wide defence cooperation.65 Clear policy on

suffice to effectively result in more collabora-

how to deal with the issue of exports is required

tive defence-industrial programmes and more

if export-reliant cooperative programmes are to
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be successful. Achieving such clarity requires

exports. If these essential elements are over-

stakeholders not only to make use of consensus-

looked, the implementation of the EDF could

based international coordination, but also to

result in export control standards being lowered

ensure the democratic legitimacy of the process

across the EU as a result of the search for com-

by putting in place sufficient, clearly defined

petitiveness, and will likely mean that the EDF

opportunities for adequate parliamentary over-

will lose public and political support, given the

sight and involvement.

sustained public insistence on responsible arms
exports in various European states and at the EU

For goods and technologies co-developed through

level. Concerted political will at the national level

the EDF, this can be best pursued by giving the

will be key to the eventual success of the quest

European Parliament a role in exercising scru-

for more European defence cooperation in gen-

tiny, and by enabling national parliamentary

eral and for the successful implementation of the

oversight through standardised and strength-

EDF in particular.

ened national reporting of intra- and extra-EU
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